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* QA pairs from SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016)



Background: Question Generation

❖ Sentence-Level Question Generation (text based)
➢ Rule-based methods: Rus et al. (2010), Heilman and Smith (2010)

➢ NN-based (Seq2seq) methods: Du et al. (2017), Zhou et al. (2017)

➢ …

Question: How to generate better questions at paragraph-level?

What we found: Leveraging the coreference knowledge aids 
question generation significantly.





Methodology (Answer Span Extraction)

❖ Formalize as a sequence-labeling task
➢ ‘‘Extracting’’ the question-worthy concepts/spans.
➢ BiLSTM-CRF w/ char-level and w/ NER  features.

Intuition: SQuAD answer spans 
contain a large number of named 
entities, numeric phrases, etc



Methodology (Question Generation)

❖ For each pronoun (they) in sentence, we run the coref. model to identify the 
most “representative’’ antecedent (the panthers). 

❖ Afterwards, we append the panthers after they.
❖ The row answer feature marks each token for belonging to an answer span.
❖ The row coreference feature marks each token for belonging to an 

coreferent entity.

Original sentence: They defeated the Arizona Cardinals 49 – 15  in the NFC 
championship game.



Methodology (Question Generation)
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Methodology (Question Generation)
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Experiments (Data for Train/Test)

❖We use the SQuAD dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) to train our 
models. 
➢one of the largest general purpose QA datasets derived from Wikipedia.
➢100k questions posed by crowdworkers.

❖To quantify the effect of using predicted answer spans on question 
generation,
➢We also train the QG models on dataset augmented w/ examples with 

predicted answer spans, that overlap with gold answer spans.
➢Denoted as “Training set w/ noisy examples”.



Experiments (Results)

❖Automatic Evaluation for Answer Span Extraction



Experiments (Results)

❖Automatic Evaluation for Question Generation



Experiments (Results)

❖Human Evaluation for Question Generation

➢ Human questions are preferred over the two NQG systems’ outputs.
➢ In terms of only grammaticality, the neural models do quite well, close to human-level 

questions.
➢ CorefNQG performs statistically significantly better across all metrics than 

ContextNQG.



Experiments (Analysis)

❖On the portion (36.42%) of data that requires coreference knowledge. 



Analysis for the Generated Dataset
❖ Distribution of question types of our corpus and SQuAD training set.



Analysis for the Generated Dataset



Analysis for the Generated Dataset

❖ Neural MR Model’s Performance



Remarks

• Coreference chains are useful for generation tasks
• paragraph level input
• multi-turn conservation

• Building end-to-end models that take account coreference knowledge 
in a latent way is an interesting direction to explore.


